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Agile Web Development with Rails 4
2013

agile development with rails 4 helps you produce high quality beautiful looking web
applications quickly you concentrate on creating the application and rails takes care of the
details this edition now gives new ruby and rails users more information on the ruby
language and takes more time to explain key concepts throughout

Agile Web Development with Rails 5.1
2017-11-06

learn rails the way the rails core team recommends it along with the tens of thousands of
developers who have used this broad far reaching tutorial and reference if you re new to rails
you ll get step by step guidance if you re an experienced developer get the comprehensive
insider information you need for the latest version of ruby on rails the new edition of this
award winning classic is completely updated for rails 5 1 and ruby 2 4 with information on
system testing webpack and advanced javascript ruby on rails helps you produce high quality
beautiful looking web applications quickly you concentrate on creating the application and
rails takes care of the details rails 5 1 brings many improvements and this edition is updated
to cover the new features and changes in best practices we start with a step by step
walkthrough of building a real application and in depth chapters look at the built in rails
features follow along with an extended tutorial as you write a web based store application
eliminate tedious configuration and housekeeping seamlessly incorporate ajax and javascript
send emails and manage background jobs with activejob build real time features using
websockets and actioncable test your applications as you write them using the built in unit
integration and system testing frameworks internationalize your applications and deploy your
applications easily and securely new in this edition is support for webpack and advanced
javascript as well as rails new browser based system testing rails 1 0 was released in
december 2005 this book was there from the start and didn t just evolve alongside rails it
evolved with rails it has been developed in consultation with the rails core team in fact rails
itself is tested against the code in this book what you need all you need is a windows mac os
x or linux machine to do development on this book will take you through the steps to install
rails and its dependencies if you aren t familiar with the ruby programming language this
book contains a chapter that covers the basics necessary to understand the material in the
book

Agile Web Development with Rails 6
2020-02-10

learn rails the way the rails core team recommends it along with the tens of thousands of
developers who have used this broad far reaching tutorial and reference if you re new to rails
you ll get step by step guidance if you re an experienced developer get the comprehensive
insider information you need for the latest version of ruby on rails the new edition of this



award winning classic is completely updated for rails 6 and ruby 2 6 with information on
system testing webpack and advanced javascript ruby on rails helps you produce high quality
beautiful looking web applications quickly you concentrate on creating the application and
rails takes care of the details rails 6 brings many improvements and this edition is updated to
cover the new features and changes in best practices we start with a step by step
walkthrough of building a real application and in depth chapters look at the built in rails
features follow along with an extended tutorial as you write a web based store application
eliminate tedious configuration and housekeeping seamlessly incorporate ajax and javascript
send and receive emails manage background jobs with activejob and build real time features
using websockets and actioncable test your applications as you write them using the built in
unit integration and system testing frameworks internationalize your applications and deploy
your applications easily and securely new in this edition is coverage of action mailer which
allows you to receive emails in your app as well as actiontext a zero configuration rich text
editing feature rails 1 0 was released in december 2005 this book was there from the start
and didn t just evolve alongside rails it evolved with rails it has been developed in
consultation with the rails core team in fact rails itself is tested against the code in this book
what you need all you need is a windows mac os x or linux machine to do development on
this book will take you through the steps to install rails and its dependencies if you aren t
familiar with the ruby programming language this book contains a chapter that covers the
basics necessary to understand the material in the book

Ruby on Rails Tutorial
2016-11-17

this is the ebook of the printed book and may not include any media website access codes or
print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book used by sites as varied as
twitter github disney and airbnb ruby on rails is one of the most popular frameworks for
developing web applications but it can be challenging to learn and use whether you re new to
web development or new only to rails ruby on rails tutorial fourth edition is the solution best
selling author and leading rails developer michael hartl teaches rails by guiding you through
the development of three example applications of increasing sophistication the tutorial s
examples focus on the general principles of web development needed for virtually any kind of
website the updates to this edition include full compatibility with rails 5 a division of the
largest chapters into more manageable units and a huge number of new exercises
interspersed in each chapter for maximum reinforcement of the material this indispensable
guide provides integrated tutorials not only for rails but also for the essential ruby html css
and sql skills you need when developing web applications hartl explains how each new
technique solves a real world problem and then he demonstrates it with bite sized code that s
simple enough to understand yet novel enough to be useful whatever your previous web
development experience this book will guide you to true rails mastery this book will help you
install and set up your rails development environment including pre installed integrated
development environment ide in the cloud go beyond generated code to truly understand
how to build rails applications from scratch learn testing and test driven development tdd
effectively use the model view controller mvc pattern structure applications using the rest
architecture build static pages and transform them into dynamic ones master the ruby
programming skills all rails developers need create high quality site layouts and data models



implement registration and authentication systems including validation and secure
passwords update display and delete users upload images in production using a cloud
storage service implement account activation and password reset including sending email
with rails add social features and microblogging including an introduction to ajax record
version changes with git and create a secure remote repository at bitbucket deploy your
applications early and often with heroku

Ruby on Rails Tutorial
2012-07-27

ruby on rails tutorial by michael hartl has become a must read for developers learning how to
build rails apps peter cooper editor of ruby inside using rails developers can build web
applications of exceptional elegance and power although its remarkable capabilities have
made ruby on rails one of the world s most popular web development frameworks it can be
challenging to learn and use ruby on rails tutorial second edition is the solution best selling
author and leading rails developer michael hartl teaches rails by guiding you through the
development of your own complete sample application using the latest techniques in rails
web development the updates to this edition include all new site design using twitter s
bootstrap coverage of the new asset pipeline including sprockets and sass behavior driven
development bdd with capybara and rspec better automated testing with guard and spork
roll your own authentication with has secure password and an introduction to gherkin and
cucumber you ll find integrated tutorials not only for rails but also for the essential ruby html
css javascript and sql skills you ll need when developing web applications hartl explains how
each new technique solves a real world problem and he demonstrates this with bite sized
code that s simple enough to understand yet novel enough to be useful whatever your
previous web development experience this book will guide you to true rails mastery this book
will help you install and set up your rails development environment go beyond generated
code to truly understand how to build rails applications from scratch learn test driven
development tdd with rspec effectively use the model view controller mvc pattern structure
applications using the rest architecture build static pages and transform them into dynamic
ones master the ruby programming skills all rails developers need define high quality site
layouts and data models implement registration and authentication systems including
validation and secure passwords update display and delete users add social features and
microblogging including an introduction to ajax record version changes with git and share
code at github simplify application deployment with heroku

Modern Front-End Development for Rails
2021-06-29

improve the user experience for your rails app with rich engaging client side interactions
learn to use the rails 6 tools and simplify the complex javascript ecosystem it s easier than
ever to build user interactions with the webpacker gem and stimulus you can add great front
end flair without much extra complication add react to build an even more extensive set of
client side features structure your code for different levels of client side needs with these
powerful options add to your toolkit today it s hard to have a rails application without



integrating some client side logic but client side coding tools and the rails tools for
integrating with them all change continuously rails 6 simplifies client side integration with the
webpacker gem it s the default tool for building client side assets for use by web browsers
learn how to use rails 6 and webpacker to build rich front end logic into your rails applications
the job is even easier with stimulus a library that brings rails conventions to javascript tools
add in some react a popular framework that automatically updates the browser when your
data changes learn the basics of webpack webpacker and typescript and add pizazz to your
application structure your web application to best manage your state learn how to interact
with data on the server while still keeping the user experience interactive use the type
system in typescript to expand on javascript and help prevent error conditions debug and
test your front end application with tools specific to each framework there are a lot of ways to
do client side coding and rails is here to help what you need this book requires ruby on rails 6
0 react 16 8 0 other dependencies will be added by rails

Agile Web Development with Rails 7
2023-05-03

rails 7 completely redefines what it means to produce fantastic user experiences and
provides a way to achieve all the benefits of single page applications at a fraction of the
complexity rails 7 integrates the hotwire frameworks of stimulus and turbo directly as the
new defaults together with that hot newness of import maps the result is a toolkit so powerful
that it allows a single individual to create modern applications upon which they can build a
competitive business the way it used to be ruby on rails helps you produce high quality
beautiful looking web applications quickly you concentrate on creating the application and
rails takes care of the details rails 7 brings many improvements and this edition is updated to
cover the new features and changes in best practices we start with a step by step
walkthrough of building a real application and in depth chapters look at the built in rails
features follow along with an extended tutorial as you write a web based store application
eliminate tedious configuration and housekeeping seamlessly incorporate javascript send and
receive emails manage background jobs with activejob and build real time features using
websockets and actioncable test your applications as you write them using the built in unit
integration and system testing frameworks internationalize your applications and deploy your
applications easily and securely rails 1 0 was released in december 2005 this book was there
from the start and didn t just evolve alongside rails it evolved with rails it has been developed
in consultation with the rails core team in fact rails itself is tested against the code in this
book what you need all you need is a windows mac os x or linux machine to do development
on this book will take you through the steps to install rails and its dependencies if you aren t
familiar with the ruby programming language this book contains a chapter that covers the
basics necessary to understand the material in the book

RESTful Rails Development
2015-10-08

the is slowly but surely changing from a model in which a human reader browses content on
web pages to a model in which services and clients not necessarily humans exchange



information and because of this author silvia puglisi explains it makes more sense to build
platforms instead of just products or applications platforms are like ecosystems
interconnecting different applications services users developers and partners and offer many
benefits in this book you ll learn how to design and develop representational state transfer
rest platforms in rails you ll begin with an introduction to ruby on rails and then move quickly
through new concepts at the end of each chapter you ll have learned something new about
building and organically extending a multi service platform spanning different devices and
will have had some fun in the process by the end of the book you ll know how to build an
architecture composed of different services accessing shared resources through a set of
collaborating apis and applications explore the basics of rest and http including rest
architecture and the role of hypermedia get to know rails and ruby on rails learn about api
development and create an api take a thorough look at rest including asynchronous rest and
testing restful services work with data streams as you map them onto an application ui and
integrate external apis in your application learn about device independent development use
data analytics to recognize important events develop key metrics and track them explore
various tools you can use to build your own data analytic platform learn how to scale a rails
application successfully examine privacy and security issues and the implications of handling
and collecting user data

Learn Rails 5.2
2018-04-16

learn to build rails based web applications using all the latest features offered in rails 5 2
author stefan wintermeyer begins by teaching the basics of ruby 2 5 before proceeding
through all aspects of rails utilizing clean succinct examples rather than a single large
application this book covers topics including active storage credentials active record
scaffolding rest routing bundler forms cookies and sessions all of which are vital for modern
rails web applications to complement these topics you ll also learn about test driven
development action cable active job action mailer i18n asset pipeline and caching finally you
ll see a how to for a production web server with nginx this complete set of skills will set you
up for a future of efficient and elegant rails coding what you will learn use the ruby on rails
web development framework install and manage the rails framework persist data for your
web application with active record work with forms apply a test driven development
approach to your rails based web applications discover many rails secrets and tips who this
book is for beginners with at least some prior programming experience ruby experience is
helpful but not required

Crafting Rails 4 Applications
2013-11-14

get ready to see rails as you ve never seen it before learn how to extend the framework
change its behavior and replace whole components to bend it to your will eight different test
driven tutorials will help you understand rails inner workings and prepare you to tackle
complicated projects with solutions that are well tested modular and easy to maintain this
second edition of the bestselling crafting rails applications has been updated to rails 4 and



discusses new topics such as streaming mountable engines and thread safety rails is one of
the most extensible frameworks out there this pioneering book deep dives into the rails
plugin apis and shows you the intermediate rails developer how to use them to write better
web applications and make your day to day work with rails more productive rails core
developer jose valim guides you through eight different tutorials each using test driven
development to build a new rails plugin or application that solves common problems with
these apis you ll learn how the rails rendering stack works and customize it to read templates
from the database while you discover how to mimic active record behavior such as
validations in any other object you ll find out how rails integrates with rack the different ways
to stream data from your web application and how to mix rails engines and sinatra
applications into your rails apps so you can choose the most appropriate tool for the job in
addition you ll improve your productivity by customizing generators and responders this book
will help you understand rails inner workings including generators template handlers
internationalization routing and responders with the knowledge you ll gain you ll create well
tested modular and robust solutions for your next project

Agile Web Development with Rails 5
2016

rails 5 and ruby 2 2 bring many improvements including new apis and substantial
performance enhancements learn rails the way the rails core team recommends it along with
the tens of thousands of developers who have read this award winning classic start with a
step by step walkthrough of building a web based store application and finish with in depth
chapters that cover key rails features eliminate tedious configuration and housekeeping
internationalize your appplications incorporate ajas rest web serives and e mail handling test
your applications as you write them using the built in testing frameworks and deploy easily
and securely new in this edition is coverage of action cable and completely updated code for
rails 5 if you re new to rails you ll get step by step guidance if you re an experienced
developer this book will give you the comprehensive insider information you need

Agile Web Development with Rails
2007

this guide introduces the concepts behind the rails mvc framework for developing web
applications examines most of its modules and methods either by example or narratively in
the text and walks through the creation of a simple online store the active record for
connecting to databases the action controller action view ajax and testing are covered an
appendix explains the syntax of the ruby object oriented scripting language publisher

Learn Rails 6
2021-01-10

effectively learn and apply software development and engineering techniques to web
application development using rails 6 with this accelerated tutorial this book teaches modern



engineering practices including git flow containerization debugging testing and deployment
along the way you ll see how to build a social network application and then deploy it on a
cloud provider such as amazon services after reading and using this book you ll be able to
effectively build and deploy your rails application to the cloud you ll also have used the ruby
on rails framework to carry out the rapid development of an idea into a product without
sacrificing quality what you will learn use the ruby on rails 6 web development framework
integrate docker with your ruby on rails code apply software engineering techniques to
learning the rails framework design build and deploy a social networking application to the
amazon cloud who this book is for beginners with at least some prior programming
experience ruby experience is helpful but not required

Agile Web Development with Rails
2009

in this updated edition of the jolt award winning book users are shown a new approach to
development using rails 2 making this the most up to date and authoritative rails book out
there

Rails Crash Course
2014-10-08

rails is a robust flexible development platform that lets you build complex websites quickly
major websites like github hulu and twitter have run rails under the hood and if you know just
enough html and css to be dangerous rails crash course will teach you to harness rails for
your own projects and create web applications that are fast stable and secure in part i you ll
learn ruby and rails fundamentals and then dive straight into models controllers views and
deployment as you work through the basics you ll learn how to craft persistent models with
active record build view templates with embedded ruby use git to roll back to previous
versions of your code base deploy applications to heroku in part ii you ll take your skills to the
next level as you build a social networking app with more advanced ruby tools such as
modules and metaprogramming and advanced data modeling techniques within rails s active
record you ll learn how to implement an authentication system to identify authorized users
write your own automated tests and refactor your code with confidence maximize
performance with the asset pipeline and turbolinks secure your app against sql injection and
cross site scripting set up a server and deploy applications with capistrano each chapter is
packed with hands on examples and exercises to reinforce what you ve learned whether you
re completely new to ruby or you ve been mucking around for a bit rails crash course will
take you from the basics to shipping your first rails application fast

Modern Front-End Development for Rails, Second
Edition
2022-09-30



improve the user experience for your rails app with rich engaging client side interactions
learn to use the rails 7 tools and simplify the complex javascript ecosystem it s easier than
ever to build user interactions with hotwire turbo and stimulus you can add great front end
flair without much extra complication use react to build a more complex set of client side
features structure your code for different levels of client side needs with these powerful
options add to your toolkit today it s hard to have a rails application without integrating some
client side logic but client side coding tools and the rails tools for integrating with them all
change continuously rails 7 simplifies client side integration with the hotwire gem it s a great
way to build client interaction with server side html and a small amount of javascript in the
latest edition of this book learn how to use rails 7 and its front end bundling tools to build rich
front end logic into your rails applications the job is even easier with stimulus a library that
brings rails conventions to javascript tools and you can also add in react a larger framework
that automatically updates the browser when your data changes learn the basics of turbo
stimulus and typescript and add pizazz to your application structure your web application to
best manage your state learn how to interact with data on the server while still keeping the
user experience interactive use the type system in typescript to expand on javascript and
help prevent error conditions debug and test your front end application with tools specific to
each framework there are a lot of ways to do client side coding and rails is here to help what
you need this book requires ruby on rails 7 0 or later react 17 0 0 or later other dependencies
will be added by rails

Ruby on Rails for Microsoft Developers
2009-04-27

this definitive guide examines how to take advantage of the new agile methodologies offered
when using ruby on rails ror you ll quickly grasp the ror methodology by focusing on the ror
development from the point of view of the beginner to intermediate level microsoft developer
plus you ll get a reliable roadmap for migrating your applications skill set and development
processes to the newer more agile programming platform that ror offers

The Art of Rails
2008-07-28

mit ruby on rails hat eine völlig neue denkweise in der entwicklung einzug gehalten das buch
versetzt programmierer in die lage in kurzer zeit designs zu erstellen und konzise codes zu
programmieren elegant und wartungsfreundlich das buch benennt und beschreibt
grundlegende designstrategien die aus dem new hervorgingen und demonstriert deren
anwendung mit ruby on rails basierten beispielen zentrale ziele des buches sind es zum einen
aus guten rails programmierern perfekte rails designer zu machen zum anderen entwickler
die mit anderen frameworks arbeiten die designstrategien von rails zu erläutern damit sie
diese für ihre entwicklungsprojekte souverän einsetzen können das buch ist in der sprache
der rails community verfasst ausführlich dargestellt werden u a rest basiertes design ajax
oder services das werk wird ohne zweifel seinen festen platz in der rails literatur einnehmen
als grundlagenwerk moderner designs das für ruby on rails entwickler schon bald
unverzichtbar sein wird



Ruby on Rails Tutorial
2020-06-16

best selling author and leading rails developer michael hartl teaches rails by guiding you
through the development of three example applications of increasing sophistication the
tutorial s examples focus on the general principles of web development needed for virtually
any kind of website the updates to this edition include full compatibility with rails 6 this
indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for rails but also for the essential
ruby html css and sql skills you need when developing web applications hartl explains how
each new technique solves a real world problem and then he demonstrates it with bite sized
code that s simple enough to understand while still being useful whatever your previous web
development experience this book will guide you to true rails mastery page 4 of cover

The Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial and Reference Collection
2011-12-05

the ruby on rails 3 tutorial and reference collection consists of two bestselling rails ebooks
ruby on rails 3 tutorial learn rails by example by michael hartl the rails 3 way by obie
fernandez in ruby on rails 3 tutorial leading rails developer michael hartl teaches rails 3 by
guiding you through the development of your own complete sample application using the
latest techniques in rails development drawing on his experience building railsspace insoshi
and other sophisticated rails applications hartl illuminates all facets of design and
implementation including powerful new techniques that simplify and accelerate development
hartl explains how each new technique solves a real world problem and demonstrates this
with bite sized code that s simple enough to understand yet novel enough to be useful the
rails 3 way is the only comprehensive authoritative guide to delivering production quality
code with rails 3 pioneering rails expert obie fernandez and a team of leading experts
illuminate the entire rails 3 api along with the idioms design approaches and libraries that
make developing applications with rails so powerful you learn advanced rails programming
techniques that have been proven effective in day to day usage on dozens of production rails
systems dive deep into the rails 3 codebase and discover why rails is designed the way it is
and how to make it do what you want it to do this collection helps youinstall and set up your
rails development environmentgo beyond generated code to truly understand how to build
rails applications from scratchlearn test driven development tdd with rspeceffectively use the
model view controller mvc pattern structure applications using the rest architecturebuild
static pages and transform them into dynamic onesmaster the ruby programming skills all
rails developers needdefine high quality site layouts and data modelsimplement registration
and authentication systems including validation and secure passwordsupdate display and
delete users add social features and microblogging including an introduction to ajaxrecord
version changes with git and share code at githubsimplify application deployment with
herokulearn what s new in rails 3increase your productivity as a application developerrealize
the overall joy in programming with railsleverage rails powerful capabilities for building rest
compliant apisdrive implementation and protect long term maintainability using rspecdesign
and manipulate your domain layer using active recordunderstand and program complex



program flows using action controllermaster sophisticated url routing conceptsuse ajax
techniques via rails 3 support for unobtrusive javascriptlearn to extend rails with popular
gems and plugins and how to write your own extend rails with the best third party plug ins
and write your ownintegrate email services into your applications with action mailerimprove
application responsiveness with background processingcreate your own non active record
domain classes using active modelmaster rails utility classes and extensions in active support

Rails 4 in Action
2015-08-30

summary rails 4 in action is a comprehensive introduction to rails that guides you hands on
through all you ll need to become a competent and confident rails developer in it you ll
master rails 4 by developing a ticket tracking application that includes restful routing
authentication and authorization file uploads email and more purchase of the print book
includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the
book rails is a full stack open source web framework powered by ruby now in version 4 rails is
mature and powerful and to use it effectively you need more than a few google searches you
ll find no substitute for the guru s eye view of design testing deployment and other real world
concerns that this book provides rails 4 in action is a hands on guide to the subject in this
fully revised new edition you ll master rails 4 by developing a ticket tracking application that
includes restful routing authentication and authorization file uploads email and more learn to
design your own apis and successfully deploy a production quality application you ll see test
driven development and behavior driven development in action throughout the book just like
in a top rails shop what s inside creating your own apis using rspec and capybara emphasis
on test first development fully updated for rails 4 about the reader for readers of this book a
background in ruby is helpful but not required no rails experience is assumed about the
authors ryan bigg yehuda katz steve klabnik and rebecca skinner are contributors to rails and
active members of the rails community table of contents ruby on rails the framework testing
saves your bacon developing a real rails application oh crud nested resources authentication
basic access control fine grained access control file uploading tracking state tagging sending
email deployment designing an api rack based applications

Agile Web Development with Rails: A Pragmatic Guide
(Pragmatic Programmers)
2006

learning ruby on rails has never been this fast and easy or fun veteran codemy com
programmer john elder walks you step by step through the ins and outs of rails for
development written for the absolute beginner you don t need any programming experience
to dive in and get started with this book follow along as john builds a pinterest style website
from start to finish that allows people to sign up log in and out edit their profile upload
images to the database and style those images on the screen by the end you ll be well on
your way to becoming a professional ruby on rails coder



Learn Ruby on Rails for Web Development
2015-01-19

ruby on rails is the revolutionary online programming tool that makes creating functional e
commerce web sites faster and easier than ever with the intuitive straightforward nature of
ruby and the development platform provided by rails you can put together full fledged web
applications quickly even if you re new to web programming you will find a thorough
introduction to both ruby and rails in this book you ll get the easy instructions for acquiring
and installing both understand the nature of conditionals loops methods and blocks and
become familiar with ruby s classes and objects you ll learn to build rails applications connect
to databases perform necessary testing and put the whole thing together to create real world
applications such as shopping carts and online catalogs apps you can actually use right away
what you will learn from this book how to install and use ruby and rails object oriented
programming with ruby rails fundamentals and how to create basic online applications how to
work with html controls use models in rails applications and work with sessions details on
working with databases and creating editing and deleting database records methods for
handling cookies and filters and for caching pages how to connect rails with ajax who this
book is for this book is for anyone who wants to develop online applications using ruby and
rails a basic understanding of programming is helpful some knowledge of html is necessary
wrox beginning guides are crafted to make learning programming languages and
technologies easier than you think providing a structured tutorial format that will guide you
through all the techniques involved

Beginning Ruby on Rails
2006-11-29

a comprehensive guide to building ruby on rails apps that can be sustained for many years

Sustainable Web Development with Ruby on Rails
2020-11

it s no secret that the entire ruby onrails core team uses os x as their preferreddevelopment
environment becauseof this it is very easy to findauthoritative information on the webabout
using rails on os x but the truthis that windows developers using railsprobably outnumber
those using otherplatforms a windows development environmentcan be just as productive
asany other platform this is a guide to developing with rubyon rails under windows it won t
teachyou how to write ruby on rails web applications but it will show you what toolsto use
and how to set them up to createa complete rails development environment

Rails on Windows
2007



ruby on rails 3 tutorial learn rails by example by michael hartl has become a must read for
developers learning how to build rails apps peter cooper editor of ruby inside using rails 3
developers can build web applications of exceptional elegance and power although its
remarkable capabilities have made ruby on rails one of the world s most popular web
development frameworks it can be challenging to learn and use ruby on rails 3 tutorial is the
solution leading rails developer michael hartl teaches rails 3 by guiding you through the
development of your own complete sample application using the latest techniques in rails
web development drawing on his experience building railsspace insoshi and other
sophisticated rails applications hartl illuminates all facets of design and implementation
including powerful new techniques that simplify and accelerate development you ll find
integrated tutorials not only for rails but also for the essential ruby html css javascript and sql
skills you ll need when developing web applications hartl explains how each new technique
solves a real world problem and he demonstrates this with bite sized code that s simple
enough to understand yet novel enough to be useful whatever your previous web
development experience this book will guide you to true rails mastery this book will help you
install and set up your rails development environment go beyond generated code to truly
understand how to build rails applications from scratch learn test driven development tdd
with rspec effectively use the model view controller mvc pattern structure applications using
the rest architecture build static pages and transform them into dynamic ones master the
ruby programming skills all rails developers need define high quality site layouts and data
models implement registration and authentication systems including validation and secure
passwords update display and delete users add social features and microblogging including
an introduction to ajax record version changes with git and share code at github simplify
application deployment with heroku

Ruby on Rails 3 Tutorial
2010-12-16

a comprehensive guide to building ruby on rails apps that can be sustained for many years

Sustainable Web Development with Ruby on Rails
2021-02

become a rails development pro the ultimate ruby on rails guide are you ready to unlock the
full potential of web development with ruby on rails if you re a budding web developer an
experienced programmer looking to expand your skills or someone with a passion for building
web applications this comprehensive guide is your key to becoming a rails web development
pro ruby on rails often referred to as rails is a powerful and elegant web development
framework that has taken the tech world by storm known for its simplicity readability and
rapid development capabilities rails has become the go to choice for building web
applications and services whether you re dreaming of creating the next big startup or looking
to streamline and enhance your web development projects this book will equip you with the
knowledge and skills needed to succeed inside become a rails development pro you ll find 1 a
solid foundation we start with the basics ensuring you have a strong understanding of ruby
the programming language that powers rails from variables and control structures to object



oriented programming you ll gain the foundational knowledge necessary for effective rails
development 2 rails fundamentals dive deep into rails and learn how to build robust web
applications from scratch we cover everything from setting up your development
environment to creating migrating and managing databases routing and handling user input
3 mastering the mvc pattern understand the model view controller mvc architecture the
heart of rails learn how to create models views and controllers that work harmoniously to
create dynamic and interactive web applications 4 building features explore various rails
features and tools including authentication authorization form handling file uploads and more
you ll discover how to add essential functionality to your applications with ease 5 testing and
deployment ensure the quality and reliability of your code with comprehensive testing
techniques then master the art of deploying your rails applications to make them accessible
to the world 6 advanced techniques take your skills to the next level with advanced topics
like apis background jobs and real time web applications learn how to scale your projects and
keep them secure 7 industry best practices throughout the book we emphasize best practices
coding conventions and design patterns that will help you write clean maintainable and
efficient code 8 real world projects put your skills to the test by working on real world projects
that mimic the challenges you ll encounter in professional development 9 resources and
further learning we provide a wealth of resources references and additional learning
materials to support your ongoing growth as a rails web developer whether you re a solo
developer or working in a team become a rails development pro equips you with the tools
techniques and confidence to tackle web development projects of any scale with its hands on
approach and practical examples this book will be your constant companion on your journey
to becoming a rails expert join the ranks of successful web developers who have harnessed
the power of ruby on rails to create innovative and dynamic web applications start your
journey today and become a rails web development pro

Become a Rails Web Development Pro
2023-10-13

this book is an exploration of ruby on rails 5 it begins by guiding you on how to setup the rails
development environment on your local computer in various platforms you are then guided
on how to test the various parts of your rails 5 app test driven development is also explored
in detail the mvc model view controller architecture for apps is discussed you will learn how
to implement a rails 5 app using such architecture for ease of development maintenance and
organization each of the modern web apps is in need of an authentication system this helps
us to regulate how the resources of your app are accessed this book guides you on how to
create an authentication system with rails it is also good for us to implement a mechanism
for activating accounts via email this also allows us to know whether a user has provided a
valid email address or not this book guides you on how to implement such a system in rails 5
you will learn how to deploy a rails 5 app with heroku the following topics are explored in this
book install and setup your rails development environment testing and test driven
development model view controller mvc pattern static pages implementing an authentication
system account activation and password reset application deployment



Ruby on Rails 5
2016-12-01

this book concentrates on application development as a whole process and is intended to
complement existing rails tutorials each chapter deals with a key feature or functional area of
a complex full scale rails application this book is aimed at developers who want to find out
how to rapidly build easily deployed easily supported business applications it is for
developers who have learned ruby on rails probably from one of the tutorial books and want
to apply that knowledge to effectively build full realistic applications

Ruby on Rails Enterprise Application Development
2007

rails cookbook is packed with the solutions you need to be a proficient developer with rails
the leading framework for building the new generation of 2 0 applications recipes range from
the basics like installing rails and setting up your development environment to the latest
techniques such as developing restful web services with applications that are code light
feature full and built to scale quickly rails has revolutionized web development the rails
cookbook addresses scores of real world challenges each one includes a tested solution plus
a discussion of how and why it works so that you can adapt the techniques to similar
situations topics include modeling data with the activerecord library setting up views with
actionview and rhtml templates building your application s logic into actioncontroller testing
and debugging your rails application building responsive web applications using javascript
and ajax ensuring that your application is security and performs well deploying your
application with mongrel and apache using capistrano to automate deployment using the
many rails plugins working with graphics whether you re new to rails or an experienced
developer you ll discover ways to test debug and secure your applications incorporate ajax
use caching to improve performance and put your application into production want to get
ahead of the 2 0 curve this valuable cookbook will save you hundreds of hours when
developing applications with rails

Rails Cookbook
2007-01-16

provides information on creating based applications using ruby

Ruby for Rails
2006

ruby was designed by matz who is also called as yukihiro matsumoto this is a scripting
language and it can run on many different platforms like mac os windows and also different
versions of unix ruby is an object oriented scripting language because even strings and



integers are also having intrinsic properties and methods

Ruby on Rails For Beginners
2015-08-25

all businesses have processes that can be automated via computer applications thereby
reducing costs and simplifying everyday operations this book demonstrates that a modern
web application framework makes an ideal platform for such applications it shows how the
attributes that make the rails framework so successful for internet applications also provide
great benefit within a business intranet these attributes include easy roll out and update of
applications centralized processing and data handling simple maintenance straightforward
code development and scalability

Ruby On Rails Enterprise Application Development
2007

standing out from other rails references this book meets the needs of designers who are not
advanced programmers sophisticated users who may find reams of code intimidating rails
solutions gives readers the tools to assemble dynamic sites quickly and easily after a gentle
introduction the book walks the reader through setting up the development environment and
the basics of ruby syntax next the book details the construction of real world applications
including a message posting system with data authentication a file uploader ajax
enhancements and more coverage includes as customizing views rails helpers add ons and
plugins and rails deployment tips

Rails Solutions
2007-04-01

a comprehensive guide to using radrails to develop your ruby on rails projects in a
professional and productive manner comprehensive guide to using radrails during the whole
development cycle code assistance graphical debugger testing integrated console manage
your gems plug ins servers generators and rake tasks rails 2 0 ready includes a chapter
about subversion and database integration smart code assistants for html javascript and css
resource description p

Aptana RadRails
2008-05-23

ruby on rails is the super productive new way to develop full featuredweb applications with
ruby on rails powerful web applications thatonce took weeks or months to develop can now
be produced in a matter ofdays if it sounds too good to be true it isn t if you re like a lot of
web developers you ve probably consideredkicking the tires on rails the framework of choice
for the newgeneration of 2 0 developers ruby on rails up and running takes you out for a test



drive and shows you just how fastruby on rails can go this compact guide teaches you the
basics of installing and using boththe ruby scripting language and the rails framework for the
quickdevelopment of web applications ruby on rails up andrunning covers just about
everything youneed from making a simple database backed application toadding elaborate
ajaxian features and all the juicy bits in between while rails is praised for its simplicity and
speed of development there are still a few steps to master on the way more
advancedmaterial helps you map data to an imperfect table traverse complexrelationships
and build custom finders a section on working with ajaxand rest shows you how to exploit the
rails service frameworks to sendemails implement web services and create dynamic user
centric webpages the book also explains the essentials of logging to findperformance
problems and delves into other performance optimizingtechniques as new web development
frameworks go ruby on rails is the talk of thetown and ruby on rails up and running can
makesure you re in on the discussion

Ruby on Rails: Up and Running
2006-08-22

the ruby on rails 2 3 tutorial teaches web development with ruby on rails an open source web
framework that powers many of the web s top sites including twitter hulu and the yellow
pages ruby on rails 2 3 tutorial helps you learn rails by example through the development of
a substantial sample application including a site layout a user data model a full registration
and authentication system user status associations social following and a feed of status
updates ruby on rails 2 3 tutorial also teaches good software development practices including
version control with git and github test driven development with rspec and instant
deployment with heroku though of necessity the book focuses on a specific sample
application the emphasis throughout this book is on general principles so you will have a solid
foundation no matter what kind of web application you want to build

Ruby on Rails 2.3 Tutorial
2010-11-01

the ruby on rails 3 tutorial learn rails by example by michael hartl has become a must read
for developers learning how to build rails apps peter cooper editor of ruby inside learn rails 3
development hands on from a world class expert using rails 3 developers can build web
applications of exceptional elegance and power although its remarkable capabilities have
made ruby on rails one of the world s most popular web development frameworks it can be
challenging to learn and use ruby on rails 3 tutorialis the solution leading rails developer
michael hartl teaches rails 3 by gui

Ruby on Rails"!2.3 Tutorial
1900
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